Structural peculiarities associated with multiflagellate sperm in the emu, *Dromaius novaehollandiae*
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Abstract

Multiflagellate sperm represent a rare defect in mammals and also in the emu where an incidence of only 1% multiflagellate sperm was recorded in semen samples from 15 birds. Biflagellate sperm were the most frequent form of the defect observed, but 3- to 5-tailed sperm were also noted. An association was apparent between multiple tails and macrocephalic sperm which accounted for 0.6% of multiflagellate sperm. Structural features of the defect were generally similar to those seen in mammals. The duplicated tails shared a single midpiece which housed supernumerary centriolar complexes, each surrounded by a mitochondrial sheath. A single row of mitochondrial separated adjacent centriolar complexes. Elements of the connecting piece (segmented columns, capitellum) appeared normal. The nuclear base appeared flat, staggered or scalloped depending on the number
and depth of additional implantation fossae. Multiflagellate emu sperm of normal head dimensions displayed a widened nuclear base (in the form of an attenuated peripheral nuclear extension) to accommodate the attachment of the additional centriolar complexes. Defective mammalian sperm do not show this modification of the nuclear base as the inherently wider sperm head is able to accommodate the supernumerary centrioles. Although often spiraled around each other, the duplicated principal pieces of the tail were generally separated and free. However, in some cells the proximal parts were collectively bound within the plasmalemma. Multiflagellate sperm appear to have a dual origin with some defective cells originating from incomplete cytokinesis and others as a result of abnormal centriolar duplication.
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**Introduction**

Significant advances have recently been made in gathering data relevant to the application of artificial insemination (AI) technology in the ratite industry [1-4]. However, considering the primary importance of semen evaluation in establishing AI programmes, relatively little information is currently available on the morphology of sperm defects in this commercially important group of birds, particularly at the ultrastructural level. Whereas various abnormal forms of spermatozoa have been named in the ostrich [5] and emu [6] but not described, and some morphological data provided on cytoplasmic droplets in ostrich sperm [7,8], the only comprehensive accounts of abnormal sperm structure in ratites are those on the emu [9-11]. The evaluation of sperm motility, sperm concentration and sperm morphology form the three most important parameters in semen analysis [12-16]. The importance of sperm morphology in the assessment of semen quality in ratites has been
recognised by Bertschinger et al [5] who note that in the ostrich “sperm morphology is the single most important factor in predicting fertility”.

The occurrence of multiflagellate sperm has been reported in a number of mammalian species including the stallion [17,18], bull [19,20], boar [21-23] and dog [24], as well as in man [25-30]. This anomaly is characterised by the presence of two or more flagella and is considered a rare condition which adversely influences sperm motility and therefore fertility [19,26,27]. It has also been reported that a high proportion of macrocephalic sperm often, but not always [21], display multiple flagella [20,26,27,29,31]. The ultrastructural features of this defect have been thoroughly described, demonstrating the uniformity of the anomaly across different mammalian species [19,26,27].

In contrast, little information has been presented on the occurrence, incidence and structure of multiflagellate sperm in birds. Most classification systems on avian sperm defects fail to reflect multi- or biflagellate sperm [32-36]. However, this anomaly has been mentioned [37-39], briefly described and/or illustrated in some avian species such as the Houbara bustard [40], goose [41-43], duck [44], guinea fowl [45] and, more recently, in the emu [9]. With the exception of a detailed study on the ultrastructure of multiple sperm tails in the drake [44], the morphological features of this defect are poorly understood in birds. This paper presents a comprehensive description of multiflagellate sperm in the emu utilising both light and electron microscopy and provides supporting information on the origin of the defect.
Materials and methods

Semen and testes samples were collected during the breeding season from 15 sexually mature and active emus, *Dromaius novaehollandiae*, following slaughter at a commercial abattoir. Semen samples were gently expressed from the distal *ductus deferens* and immediately fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.13M Millonig’s phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. Smears for light microscopy (LM) were prepared from the fixed semen samples and stained with Rapiddiff® (Clinical Sciences Diagnostics, Johannesburg, South Africa). The smears were examined with a Leica DM6000-B light microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using a 100x oil immersion objective and phase contrast illumination to evaluate sperm morphology. The incidence of multiflagellate sperm defects was determined by counting for each bird the number of multiple tailed sperm present in a total of 300 cells.

The glutaraldehyde-fixed semen samples were also routinely prepared for scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron microscopy using standard techniques as previously described [9]. For SEM, the semen samples were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and incubated in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). A drop of this suspension was placed on a glass coverslip and allowed to air-dry before sputter-coating the samples with gold. The samples were viewed in a JEOL Model 6010LA scanning electron microscope (JEOL Electron Optics Instrumentation, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 5kV.

Small blocks of testicular material were fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde in 0.13M Millonig’s phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 and routinely prepared for TEM. Thin sections of both concentrated sperm and testicular material were stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate and viewed in a Philips CM10
transmission electron microscope (Philips Electron Optical Division, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) operated at 80kV.

To distinguish between sperm of normal dimensions and macrocephalic sperm, linear measurements of head (nuclear) length and tail length \( (n = 30) \) were taken on light micrographs, and nuclear base width measurements \( (n = 25) \) on transmission electron micrographs. Measurements were processed using the Soft Imaging System iTEM software (Olympus, Münster, Germany) and expressed as the average ± s.d.

**Results**

*Light microscopy*

Multiflagellate sperm were readily identified by light microscopy (Fig. 1) and were present in all the samples, albeit in low numbers. Sperm displaying multiple tails formed only 1% of the total cell count, although the anomaly accounted for 7% of total sperm defects. Multiple-tailed sperm were often, but not always, associated with macrocephalic sperm. Abnormal cells displaying this association formed 0.6% of the total cell count while sperm with normal sized heads and multiple tails comprised 0.4% of the total cell count. The ratio of macrocephalic sperm with multiple flagella to multiflagellate sperm with normal heads was 3:2. Macrocephalic sperm with a single flagellum were also observed and constituted 1.5% of the total cell count. The heads of macrocephalic sperm measured approximately 1.5 times the length of normal sperm heads and exhibited a wider head base (Fig. 1b). The difference in head base width was also 1.5 times as determined from transmission electron micrographs. The individual tails (midpiece, principal piece and endpiece) of multiflagellate sperm were of similar length \( (52.7 ± 3.09 \, \mu m; \, n = 15) \), irrespective of head size and conformed to
Fig. 1. Light micrographs showing (a) a normal sized sperm head (solid arrow) with a double tail (open arrow) and (b) a macrocephalic sperm (solid arrow) with a double tail (open arrow). Note the single midpiece and apparently fused proximal principal pieces of both biflagellate sperm. Bar = 10µm.

the tail length of normal sperm (53.11 ± 3.07µm; n = 15). On LM a maximum of five tails were observed on individual spermatozoa, although the biflagellate form of the defect was most commonly encountered. Sperm displaying this anomaly exhibited a single midpiece. The proximal aspect of the multiple principal pieces appeared fused or intimately spiralled with the greater portion of the duplicate tails lying free (Figs. 1a,b).

Electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy generally confirmed the light microscopic features of the anomaly. In most multiflagellate sperm a single but widened midpiece was evident (Fig. 2), although in some instances biflagellate sperm appeared to possess a double (split) midpiece. The proximal part of the
individual principal pieces of the multiflagellate tails were either spiralled around each other (Fig. 2a) or lay closely aligned (Fig. 2b).

**Fig. 2.** Scanning electron micrographs showing (a) a normal-sized sperm with three tails and (b) a macrocephalic sperm with two tails. Note the spiralling of the proximal aspect of the principal piece in both defective cells. Inset: Magnification of the rectangle in Fig. 2a showing the ‘common’ midpiece (Mp) studded with mitochondria and the free emergence of the 3 principal pieces (arrow). Bar = 10µm; inset bar = 5µm.
Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrographs of the head-base, neck and proximal midpiece of multiflagellate sperm. Figs. 3(a) and (b) illustrate sperm of normal head dimensions. Note the widened but peripherally attenuated nuclear base (black arrows) and the medial spine of karyoplasm (white arrow). The proximal centriolar pair (1 and 2) is similarly oriented in (a) but alternately oriented in (b) (see also Fig. 3d). Figs. 3 (c) to (f) represent macrocephalic multiflagellate sperm. The nuclear base appears flat (c), stepped (d) or scalloped (e) and does not display the lateral flaring observed in (a) and (b). In (e) note the close apposition of the triple proximal centrioles and the misalignment of the one set of proximal and distal centrioles (black arrow). In Fig. 3(f) only one proximal centriole (outlined) is obvious and shares contact with the two distal centrioles. Bar = 0.5μm.

When viewed by TEM, longitudinal sections of the neck and midpiece of affected sperm revealed the presence of two or more centriolar complexes (Fig. 3). In biflagellate sperm with normal head dimensions the proximal aspect of the twin centriolar complexes were associated with duplicated elements of the connecting piece and, due to the limited space available at the base of the head, each attached abaxially to the nucleus via shallow, twin implantation fossae (Fig. 3c). In some cells the
nuclear base was generally abnormally attenuated at the periphery, artificially widening the base to accommodate the multiple tails (Figs. 3a,b), while in others the nuclear base was stepped (Fig. 3d). In favourable sections, each implantation fossa resembled that of normal sperm, being composed of two shallow impressions in the nuclear base, each housing part of the capitellum and one of the poorly defined segmented columns that formed the connecting piece [10]. In some defective cells the fossae appeared shallow and the elements of the connecting piece appeared incomplete. Whether this was a true reflection of structural deficiencies or due to the plane of section could not be determined. The twin fossae were separated from each other by a conspicuous medial spine of karyoplasm. The two proximal centrioles were generally similarly oriented in respect of the nuclear base (Fig. 3a) although in some cells the orientation alternated, one centriole being observed in longitudinal profile and the other in transverse profile (Fig. 3b). In rare instances a single proximal centriole and two distal centrioles were observed. A distinct gap was generally present between the proximal centrioles and which was filled by homogeneous, moderately electron-dense material or in some instances by a mitochondrion emanating from the midpiece. The proximal and distal centrioles were generally linearly arranged but were occasionally misaligned, particularly when more than two centriolar complexes were present.

In macrocephalic multiflagellar sperm the head (nuclear) base was distinctly wider (average width 1.02 ± 0.13µm) than that of multiflagellar sperm of normal dimensions (average width 0.66 ± 0.05µm) and did not display the degree of peripheral attenuation typical of these cells. The larger heads comfortably accommodated the supernumerary centriolar complexes within the confines of the nuclear base. In instances where more than two proximal centrioles were present, the base of the nucleus presented a series of shallow depressions and the centrioles were compacted, with little
space between them (Figs. 3a,b). All other structural features were similar to those described for normal-sized multiflagellar sperm. When three or more centriolar complexes were present they were circularly arranged beneath the nuclear base (Figs. 4a,b).

Fig. 4. Transverse sections of the midpiece of multiflagellate sperm displaying three (a) and five (b) distal centrioles respectively. The centrioles are circularly arranged and are surrounded by their respective mitochondrial sheaths (arrows). Fig. 4(c) represents a transverse section through the proximal principal piece of a cell with triple tails bound together by the plasmalemma. Each tail demonstrates the typical fibrous sheath (arrows) and axoneme characteristic of this region. Flocculent material (asterisk) occupies the space between the supernumerary tails. Bar = 0.5μm.

In all multiflagellar sperm the duplicated distal centrioles were arranged in parallel and extended the full length of the midpiece (from the neck region to the annulus). Each centriole was closely invested by its respective mitochondrial sheath although only a single row of mitochondria was present between adjacent centriolar complexes. This phenomenon was obvious in both longitudinal (Fig. 5) and transverse sections (Figs. 4a,b) of the midpiece. The impression on SEM that a double midpiece was present in some biflagellate sperm was not confirmed by TEM. The transition between the midpiece and principal piece was marked by a poorly developed but distinct annulus. The individual
principal pieces of multiple flagella emerged freely from the collective midpiece, although in some
cells the proximal part of the respective principal pieces was bound together by the plasmalemma

Fig. 5. Longitudinal sections of biflagellate sperm showing the unitary midpiece (Mp) containing the twin centriolar
complexes surrounded by their respective mitochondrial sheaths (arrows). In (a), due to the plane of section, only a single
principal piece (Pp) appears to be present. The annulus (An) is indistinct. In (b) the twin principal pieces (Pp) emerge
independently from the midpiece although they are closely apposed. Bar = 1 µm.

(Fig. 4c). The structural components of the midpiece and principal piece (axoneme, mitochondrial
sheath, annulus and ribbed sheath) appeared normal.
Due to the paucity of the defect and the difficulty in obtaining favourable sections, coupled with the similarity in morphological features between secondary spermatocytes and round spermatids, it was not possible to determine at what stage of spermatogenesis centriolar duplication was initiated. In the testis, the biflagellate form of the defect was again most obvious and was characterised by the appearance of twin centriolar complexes close to the nuclear membrane in round spermatids (Fig. 6a). Contact between the proximal centrioles and the nucleolemma occurred during this stage of spermiogenesis but was more obvious in spermatids displaying irregular-shaped nuclei (Fig. 6b). At this stage the twin implantation fossae and attendant structures around the proximal centriole (basal plate, forming capitellum, segmented columns) displayed the characteristic features of mature sperm.

**Fig. 6.** Various stages in the formation of biflagellate sperm in the testis. (a) A round spermatid demonstrating the close proximity of twin centriolar complexes (C1 and C2) to the nuclear membrane but without obvious attachment. (b) Spermatid with an irregular shaped nucleus showing attachment of the twin centriolar complexes (arrows). Note the presence of the circular manchette (asterisks). (c) An elongated spermatid illustrating the typical positioning of the twin flagella relative to the nucleus. The nucleus contains coarse chromatin granules and the circular manchette (asterisks) is still evident. Nucleus (N), Chromatoid body (Cb), Annulus (An). Bar = 1µm.
The irregular-shaped nucleus was surrounded by elements of the circular manchette and the chromatoid body was often closely associated with the centriolar complexes. The posterior aspect of the distal centriole was surrounded by a distinct annulus at its point of attachment to the plasmalemma (Fig. 6b). From this point the flagellar axoneme emerged and extended freely between the elements of the seminiferous epithelium. Early elongated spermatids (displaying coarse chromatin granules and the circular manchette) (Fig. 6c) and late elongated spermatids (with homogeneous, electron-dense chromatin and exhibiting the longitudinal manchette) displayed the morphological features typical of mature biflagellate sperm.

**Discussion**

Although multiflagellate sperm have been identified in a range of mammalian species, contrasting information has been presented on the occurrence [18,19] and incidence of this defect. Some reports suggest that, when present, the incidence of this anomaly is high [20,26,27], while Pinart et al [23] regard it as a rare defect with a 1% incidence being considered normal. The literature on avian sperm defects is relatively silent on the occurrence, let alone incidence, of multiflagellate sperm in birds, probably due to the scarcity of the defect in this vertebrate group. The finding in the present study that multiflagellate sperm comprised on average only 1% of the total cell count reinforces this position.

In humans, multiple tails occur most frequently in association with macrocephalic sperm [46], with Escalier [27] reporting an average of 3.6 flagella originating from each sperm head. A link between macrocephalic sperm and multiple flagella was also apparent in the emus studied where 0.6% of cells with multiple tails were associated with giant heads. In the Houbara bustard macrocephalic sperm are
reported to occasionally be associated with multiple tails [40]. Although macrocephalic sperm have been reported in other avian species [6,32,47-49], no mention is made of multiple tails or other defects associated with this anomaly. A more careful assessment of avian sperm defects may clarify this situation.

The structural features of multiflagellate sperm in the emu, particularly of the biflagellate form, were similar to those described in the drake [44]. The main features identified in both species were the duplicated (and apparently structurally normal) centriolar complexes occupying a common midpiece, peripheral widening of the nuclear base, duplicated shallow implantation fossae and sharing of mitochondria between adjacent centriolar complexes. The presence of a single proximal centriole associated with two distal centrioles was occasionally observed in both bird species. In common with defective drake sperm, the proximal part of the supernumerary principal pieces in the emu were sometimes contained within a common plasmalemma. However, the structurally deformed mitochondria of the midpiece and defective annulus reported in biflagellate drake sperm [44], were not observed in the emu. The poorly developed annulus of emu sperm may account for this discrepancy.

Multiflagellate sperm in birds appear to share the basic structural features described in multiflagellate mammalian sperm [19,26,27]. However, certain disparities are apparent. The most obvious difference involves the accommodation of the supernumerary centriolar complexes beneath the nuclear base. In mammalian sperm the broad nuclear base provides enough space for the implantation of multiple tails, albeit abaxially [19]. In emu and drake [44] sperm of normal dimensions the narrow, cylindrical head base displays tenuous peripheral widening in order to accommodate the additional tails. This observation points to the pliability of the nuclear membrane
and nuclear base during spermiogenesis in birds. Another noticeable difference is the deep implantation fossae associated with mammalian sperm in contrast to the shallow fossae typical of the emu and drake. In multiple tailed human sperm, the axonemal complexes often appear to be defective [26,27]. However, this was not observed in the emu.

Consensus of opinion would seem to suggest that multiflagellate sperm have a dual origin in mammals. On the one hand, disruption of meiotic division during spermatogenesis and the resultant production of diploid and polyploid cells (essentially the fusion of two or more potential sperm) would account for the high proportion of macrocephalic sperm with multiple tails reported in various animals and man [19,20,29-31,46]. On the other hand, as suggested by several authors [27,31,50], abnormal cycles of centriole formation would similarly result in multiflagellate sperm. A similar situation is apparent in the emu as reflected in the proportion of macrocephalic multiflagellate sperm (0.6%) to multiflagellate sperm of normal dimensions (0.4%). Examination of testicular material suggests that multiflagellate sperm (particularly the biflagellate form) of normal dimensions are the result of duplication of the centriolar complex in the emu. However, convincing structural evidence of incomplete or disrupted meiotic division leading to large cells with multiple flagella was not observed. In birds, therefore, a distinction should be made between sperm of normal dimensions with multiple tails (classified as a tail defect) resulting from abnormal centriolar duplication and macrocephalic sperm with multiple tails (classified as multiple defect – macrocephalic and multiflagellate) formed through incomplete cytokinesis [9].

A high percentage of multiple tails in man and bulls has been reported to adversely affect motility and fertility [19,20,26,27]. However the low incidence of this defect in mammals would suggest that it has little influence on fertility. Multiflagellate sperm constituted only 1% of the total cell count in
the emus studied and consequently would have had little effect on semen quality and fertility in this species. However, the occurrence of this defect indicates a serious disturbance of normal spermiogenesis which, in instances where the incidence is high, could have a marked influence on fertility in avian species.
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